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Multi-objective optimization for sustainable groundwater

management by developing of coupled quantity-quality

simulation-optimization model

Asghar Kamali and Mohammad Hossein Niksokhan
ABSTRACT
This study addresses the issue of optimal management of aquifers using a mathematical simulation-

optimization model which relies on the stability of water quality and quantity, considering salinity. In

this research first we developed a hydrological model (SWAT) to estimate recharge rates and its

spatiotemporal distribution. Then, groundwater simulation of the basin was simulated and calibrated

using MODFLOW 2000 and water quality was simulated and calibrated using MT3DMS. Afterwards, a

multi-objective optimization model (MOPSO) and embed simulation models as tools to assess the

objective function was carried out in order to produce a simulation-optimization model. Finally, a

sustainability index to assess Pareto front’s answers and three management scenarios (continuing

previous operation, 30% increasing and reduction in previous operation) was developed. The results

show that the majority of Pareto optimal answers have more sustainability index than a 30%

reduction of operation with the best answer of 0.059. Relatively, the sustainability index of 30%

reduction of operation is 0.05.
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INTRODUCTION
Groundwater is the most significant source of water for a var-

iety of uses, including industrial, irrigation, domestic and

drinking purposes and provides approximately one-third of

the world’s freshwater consumption (Moreaux & Reynaud

). Due to increased demand and mechanized pumping

technologies, excessive withdrawal of water is taking place

from the aquifers. As a result lowering of the groundwater

level has been reported in many regions of the world (e.g.

Middle East and North Africa, India, China, Japan and

Spain) that have faced critical water-resource sustainability

issues (Llamas & Custodio ). Again, there may be

groundwater contamination due to intensive use of fertili-

zers, herbicides, pesticides, disposal of human and

industrial waste. Due to excessive withdrawal of water

from the aquifer, more and more contaminants reach the

well point due to an increased flow of groundwater towards
the well. This leads to an increase in concentration of con-

taminants at the well locations. Therefore, efficient

management strategies should be taken for optimal withdra-

wal of water and concentration of contaminants at the well

location that is below a certain permissible limit. One of

the best methods of determining the sustainable manage-

ment strategy for a groundwater system may be the

combined use of simulation-optimization models. While

simulation models basically provide solutions of the govern-

ing equations of groundwater flow, optimization models

identify an optimal management and planning strategy

from a set of feasible alternative strategies. After obtaining

the feasible management strategy, system behavior is evalu-

ated through the simulation model (Das & Datta ).

The groundwater resources management problems have

been solved by using simulation (Hunt et al. ; Ala Eldin
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et al. ; Pint et al. ; Pisinaras et al. ; ; Rojas

& Dassargues ; Wen et al. ; El Yaouti et al. ;

Michael & Voss ; Budge & Sharp ; Wondzell

et al. ; Zghibi et al. ; Singh & Panda ; Cao

et al. ; Narula & Gosain ; Yihdego & Becht ;

El Alfy ; Izady et al. ; Pulido-Velazquez et al. ;

Eltarabily et al. ) and simulation-optimization (Gorelick

et al. ; Wang & Zheng ; Bas ̧aǧaoǧlu & Mariňo ;

Gordon et al. ; Zheng & Wang ; McPhee & Yeh

; Ayvaz & Karahan ; Kourakos & Mantoglou

; Singh & Minsker ; Ayvaz ; Yang et al.

; Zou et al. ; Gaur et al. ; El-Ghandour &

Elbeltagi ; El-Ghandour & Elsaid ; Salcedo-Sánchez

et al. ; Zekri et al. ; Heydari et al. ) models.

However, previously, researchers have actively sought

to combine simulation models with optimization techniques

to address the groundwater management problems. Matott

et al. () carried out a comparative study by coupling

different optimization techniques (genetic algorithm (GA),

simulated annealing (SA), conjugate gradient (CG) and par-

ticle swarm optimization (PSO)) with a simulation model.

From the study they concluded that PSO attains better results

with less computational time, compared to the other

optimization techniques. Also, many researchers applied

PSO for groundwater management problems. They found

that PSO converged to the global optimal solution with less

computational time and yield better results. Sandoval-Solis

et al. () developed Loucks’ () SI in combination

with performance criteria proposed with Hashimoto et al.

(), McMahon et al. () and Moy et al. ().

In the present study, the transient groundwater flow and

transport processes were first simulated using the MOD-

FLOW and MT3DMS package of the groundwater

modeling system (GMS) software by using an integrated

modeling framework that consists of a watershed agricultu-

rally based hydrological model (Soil and Water Assessment

Tool, SWAT) by a 3-D groundwater flowmodel developed in

MODFLOW, and using a total dissolved solids (TDS) mass-

transport model in MT3DMS. The SWAT model outputs

(mainly groundwater recharge, considering irrigation

needs under evapotranspiration (ET) and precipitation) are

used as MODFLOW inputs to simulate changes in ground-

water flow and storage. The groundwater velocity field,

which was obtained by MODFLOW simulation, are used
as MT3DMS inputs for assessing the fate and transport of

TDS. For calibration of the quantitative model, a manual

method along with the automated method by PEST was

used but for calibration of the qualitative model, only the

manual method was used. Thereafter a MATLAB function

was developed to execute MODFLOW and MT3DMS in a

MATLAB environment, by reading the input files generated

by GMS and using the executable file of MODFLOW and

MT3DMS. Thereafter, the MOPSO based optimization algor-

ithm was coupled with the MODFLOW- and MT3DMS-

based simulation models. The coupled MODFLOW-

MT3DMS-MOPSOmodel was used to solve the groundwater

management problem of Esfahan-Borkhar unconfined aqui-

fer. The objectives of the groundwater management model

are to minimize quantity and quality fluctuation. Then, a sus-

tainability index was developed to select the best point of

Pareto front. The sustainability index was calculated using

the performance criteria of reliability, resilience and vulner-

ability for each cell of the simulation models by MATLAB.

Innovation of this study is the use of a new developed sustain-

ability index to choose the best answer of Pareto front. The SI

developed with Sandoval-Solis et al. () was quantitative

and belongs to water users. The SI developed in this study

is quantitative and qualitative and belongs to water resources.
METHODS

Study area description

Esfahan-Borkhar (Figure 1) is one of the study areas of Iran

and is located in Gavkhouni Basin (the terminal basin of the

Zayandeh River). The area covers 3,385 km2 (2,688 km2

plain and 1,500 km2 aquifer) and is one of the largest

plains in Isfahan Province. The highest altitude of the area

is about 2,535 m above mean sea level and the lowest is

about 1,540 m above mean sea level.

Modeling framework

Traditionally, simulation models were used to obtain the

answer of ‘what if’ and optimization models answer the

question of ‘what is the best’ under a given set of con-

ditions (Singh ). Therefore, the optimal groundwater
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Figure 1 | Location of the Esfahan-Borkhar study area.
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management alternatives may not be achieved using either

simulation or optimization techniques alone. Hence, the

combined use of simulation and optimization models is

vital (Singh & Panda ). During the last three decades,

a simulation-optimization modeling approach has been

used to solve the real world problems of water resources.

Modeling in this research consists of three parts: simu-

lation, simulation-optimization models and development

of sustainability index for choosing the best point of

Pareto front.

Data for model applications were prepared from phys-

ical parameters and hydrogeological properties of the

aquifer. Physical parameters included aquifer thickness,

hydraulic conductivity, pumping and recharge rates. Hydro-

geological properties included geologic formations and a

topographic map with wells and locations of boreholes.

Then, the study area model domain was identified. The

model boundary and boundary conditions were determined
using the hydrological and geological data. Table 1 shows

the pumping wells tested.

To simulate groundwater, a link of three models was

established. This required the practical integration of oper-

ational models that not only represent all of the relevant

processes in the hydrologic system in a physically meaning-

ful way, but also are simple enough to allow large-scale

basin-wide applications. The characterization of the land

phase of the hydrological cycle is essential for assessing

the impacts of climate and land use on the temporal and

spatial distribution of groundwater recharge. The tool was

selected for this purpose was SWAT. While the quasi-distrib-

uted SWAT model is capable of properly simulating the

spatiotemporal distribution of groundwater recharge rates

(at the spatial resolution given by their hydrologic response

units, HRUs), its groundwater module is lumped. Therefore,

distributed groundwater parameters (such as hydraulic con-

ductivities and storage coefficients) cannot be represented,
www.manaraa.com



Table 1 | Pumping wells tested

No.

Wells coordinate (UTM)

Transmissibility
(m2/day) Depth (m)X Y

1 551,380 3,614,183 197 162

2 568,500 3,613,899 616 95

3 571,823 3,632,840 538 170

4 560,100 3,635,380 300 102

5 576,185 3,620,462 120 190

6 561,546 3,635,298 2,200 135

7 555,048 3,636,002 1,415 140

8 556,749 3,630,563 650 180

9 553,750 3,626,750 350 140

10 563,469 362,022 300 95

11 550,600 3,632,500 2,200 106

12 562,900 3,649,700 1,400 100
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and the approach is very limited for expressing the spatial

distribution of groundwater levels and groundwater flow

dynamics. The proposed modeling framework couples the

SWAT watershed model with the fully distributed ground-

water model MODFLOW (McDonald & Harbaugh ),

and finally the multi-species transport model MT3DMS

(Zheng &Wang ; Pulido-Velazquez et al. ) for simu-

lating the TDS in the aquifer system. In this approach,

SWAT model outputs are used as MODFLOW inputs and

MODFLOW outputs are used as MT3DMS inputs.

For optimizing abstraction of groundwater, according to

previous studies the MOPSO algorithm usually converges to

the global optimal solution with less computational time

and better results (Matott et al. ). In order to link simu-

lation and optimization model, a link of three models with

embedding method was established. After calibration and

validation of MODFLOW and MT3DMS in GMS, input

files for MODFLOW and MT3DMS based codes were gen-

erated using GMS. Then MODFLOW-MT3DMS-MOPSO

model were developed. Finally, to choose one point of the

Pareto front, a sustainability index was developed. Figure 2

shows the modeling framework adopted.

Watershed modeling

The SWAT is a basin-scale hydrologic model developed by

the United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural
Research Service. SWAT is a conceptual basin-scale con-

tinuous-time quasi-distributed watershed simulation model

for predicting the impacts of management on hydrology,

sediments, agricultural production and chemical yields

(Gassman et al. ). The SWAT interface tool in ArcGIS

(Arc SWAT) is used to develop the model input data sets.

The SWAT model requires a wide range of data depending

on the model processes. It firstly divides the study area

into different sub-basins regarding the river network. The

sub-basins are further discretized into HRUs consisting of

homogenous soil, slope and land use combinations. At the

HRU scale, SWAT simulates the processes specified by the

user, being able to perform calculations related to hydrologi-

cal processes, sediment transport, soil temperature, crop

growth and pesticide management (Arnold et al. ).

Water balance is the driving force behind all the processes

in SWAT since it impacts plant growth and the movement

of sediments, pesticides and pathogens (Arnold et al. ).

SWAT calculates the water balance equation at each HRU,

which includes daily precipitation, run off, ET, infiltration,

and return flow components.

In order to develop the SWAT model simulation for

Esfahan-Borkhar the following inputs were used, divided

into four categories: the digital elevation model, climate

data, soil data and land use data. The HRUs were obtained

as combination of land use categories, soil categories and

slope category. In a preliminary SWAT HRU definition, an

excessive number of HRUs was found. In order to reduce

it, a filter was applied by not considering, within one specific

sub-basin, land use and soil types whose surface area is

below 20% of the total sub-basin area excluding irrigated

land. After these operations, a final number of 55 HRUs

were obtained. Then, the crop management practices (seed

time, irrigation and harvest timetable; the water source,

etc.) were introduced in the SWAT model using the Arc

SWAT interface.

Groundwater modeling system

The GMS is a comprehensive graphical user environment

for performing groundwater simulations. The entire GMS

system consists of a graphical user interface (the GMS pro-

gram) and a number of analysis codes (MODFLOW,

MT3DMS, MODPATH, SEEP2D, FEMWATER). The
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Figure 2 | Modeling framework adopted.
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GMS interface was developed by the Engineering Computer

Graphics Laboratory of Brigham Young University in

partnership with the US Army Engineer Waterways Exper-

iment Station. GMS was designed as a comprehensive

modeling environment. Several types of models are sup-

ported and facilities are provided to share information

between different models and data types. Tools are provided
for site characterization, model conceptualization, mesh

and grid generation, geostatistics and post-processing.

GMS includes a new suite of tools in the Map Module for

creating high level representations of groundwater models

using geographic information system (GIS) objects. These

models can be imported/exported between GMS and

Arc/Info or ArcView.
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Groundwater flow model

A general form of governing equation used in MODFLOW

that describes the three-dimensional movement of ground-

water flow of constant density through porous media is

shown in Equation (1):

@
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where Kxx, Kyy, Kzz are values of hydraulic conductivity along

the x, y and z coordinate axes, which are assumed to be par-

allel to the major axes of hydraulic conductivity (L¼T ), W is

the volumetric flux per unit volume and represents sources

(W is negative) and/or sinks (W is positive) of water per

unit time (T�1), h is the potentiometric head (L), Ss is the

specific storage of the porous material (L�1); and t is time

(T ). Equation (1), when combined with boundary and initial

conditions, describes transient three-dimensional ground-

water flows in the anisotropic medium and heterogeneous,

provided that the principal axes of hydraulic conductivity

are aligned with the coordinate directions.

MODFLOW is a fully distributed model that solves the

three-dimensional groundwater flow equation using finite

difference method (FDM) approximations. The model calcu-

lates the hydraulic head at each cell of the FDM grid (for

which the aquifer properties are assumed to be uniform),

and from there, the flow between cells, stream–aquifer or

lake–groundwater interaction, flows through drains. For

that purpose, it requires geological and hydrogeological

inputs such as soil layer thicknesses between the surface

and bedrock, hydraulic parameters at each grid cell

(hydraulic conductivity, storage coefficient), boundary and

initial conditions and external stresses. The 3-D Esfahan-

Borkhar groundwater model was discretized into

136 columns, 117 rows and one layer, with a cell size of

500 × 500 km2. Based on the water table data availability,

time steps have been set such that all hydrological stresses

are constant. The total number of pumping wells in the

area were 3,970, most of them located in the northern

part. The initial heads were interpolated from head obser-

vation wells using Kriging algorithm in GIS. The hydraulic

conductivity was interpolated from 12 exploration pumping

wells by the Kriging interpolation method in GIS, although
the latter values were further modified during the calibration

process. The hydraulic conductivity varies between 0.0001

and 100 m/day, the horizontal anisotropy, between 10�10

and 100, and the storage coefficient, between 0.006 and

0.6. Recharge values were obtained from the SWAT model

outputs, although the latter values were further modified

during the calibration process between 10�10 and

0.0008 m/day.
Groundwater TDS transport model

The partial differential equation for three-dimensional trans-

port of contaminants in groundwater flow system is shown

in Equation (2):

@C
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¼ @
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θ
Cs þ

XN
1
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where C is the dissolved concentration of species k

(ML�3), θ is porosity of the subsurface porous medium,

dimensionless, t is time (T), Dij is hydrodynamic dis-

persion coefficient tensor (L2 T�1), xi is distance along

the respective Cartesian coordinate axis (L), vi is seepage

or linear pore water velocity (LT�1), which is related to

the specific discharge or Darcy flux through the relation-

ship (vi/qi), qs is volumetric flow rate per unit volume

of aquifer representing fluid sources (positive) and

sinks (negative) (T�1), Rk is the chemical reaction term

(ML�3 T�1), Cs is the concentration of the source or sink

flux for species (ML�3).

MT3DMS (Zheng & Wang ) is a 3-D groundwater

solute transport model that solves the groundwater trans-

port equation using a finite-difference approximation,

discretizing the spatial domain into cells with equal

characteristics and solute concentrations. TDS transport

parameters for the Esfahan-Borkhar aquifer were esti-

mated using the values reported in the literature. The

model simulates advection and diffusion in TDS transport

in the saturated zone. For the model, initial concentration

values were interpolated from concentration observation

wells data. The conceptual model of the Esfahan-Borkhar

aquifer was developed based on the available topographic

map of the study area, and geological, hydrogeological,

and physical and chemical parameters associated
www.manaraa.com
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with the aquifer and salinity data. In this study, three

types of boundaries can be considered, specified head

boundaries, general head boundaries and no flow

boundaries.
Figure 3 | MOPSO pseudocode.
Multi objective particle swarm optimization

Particle swarm optimization, introduced by Eberhart &

Kennedy () is a population-based algorithm in which

optimal solutions are searched through a combination of

individual learning and social behavior. In PSO, most of

the movement of the particles toward the optimum is gov-

erned by equations similar to the following:

vnþ1
id ¼ vnid þ crn1 pnid � xnid

� �þ crn2 pnid � xnid
� �

;

xnþ1
id ¼ xnid þ vnþ1

id

(3)

where w is inertia coefficient; c1 and c2 are constants;

r1 and r2 are uniform random numbers in the range [0,1];

Pi is the best position vector of particle i in the iteration

of nth so far ‘personal’ best; Pg is the best position

vector of all particles in the iteration of nth so far global

best; xi is the current position vector of particle i in the

iteration of (nþ 1)th; and vi is the current ‘velocity’ of par-

ticle i in the iteration of (nþ 1)th (Eberhart & Kennedy

). In MOPSO, one of the solutions that is taken

from the repository is used instead of Pg since in a

multi-objective problem a single solution does not exist

(one global best). A number of multi-objective extensions

of the particle swarm optimization algorithm have been

proposed since the late 1990s. Most of them use Pareto

dominance pair-wise comparisons or rankings to drive

the search for non-dominated solutions. Most approaches

differ basically in two aspects: The way they promote

diversity assures that solutions are widespread and cover

most of the Pareto front and the way they select the per-

sonal and one of the solutions in repository uses to

update the position of particles. This paper implements

an approach from Coello et al. () where they used

an external repository to store non-dominated solutions,

and an adaptive grid approach to select one solution

from the repository in order to allow this heuristic to

handle problems with several objective functions. The

multi-objective PSO pseudocode is shown in Figure 3.
Formulation of groundwater optimization model

Decision variable considering in multi-objective optimiz-

ation problem are pumping flow rates of production

wells. The objectives of the groundwater optimization

model are to minimize the quantity and quality fluctu-

ation. Specifically, in this aquifer when the water table

fluctuates more, the TDS concentration become constant

(mainly because of changing of water movement direction

and TDS transport influence of abstraction changes) and

vice versa:

Min F1 ¼
XNtp

t¼1

XNj

j¼1

Htj �H1j
�� �� for t ¼ 1, 2, . . . , Ntp

and j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , Nj

(4)

Min F1 ¼
XNtp

t¼1

XNj

j¼1

Ctj � C1j
�� �� for t ¼ 1, 2, . . . , Ntp

and j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , Nj

(5)

where F1 and F2 are objective functions; Ntp is the number

of time steps, which is 125; Nj is the number of cells in

model, which is 15,912; Htj is the head of water in the

tth time step in the jth cell; H1j is the head of water in

the 1th time step in the jth cell; Ctj is the concentration

of TDS in the tth time step in the jth cell; C1j is the
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concentration of TDS in the 1th time step in the jth cell:

GWtp ¼ td:
XNW

k¼1

Qk,tp ∀tp ¼ 1, . . . , Ntp (6)

Ck,tp
¼ f(~C, ~H, Ω, CRe,t p�1 ) ∀tp ¼ 1, . . . , Ntp (7)

SWtp ¼ Dtp �GWtp ∀tp ¼ 1, . . . , Ntp (8)

SWmin
tp � SWtp � SWmax

tp ∀tp ¼ 1, . . . , Ntp (9)

Qmin � Qk,tp � Qmax ∀tp ¼ 1, . . . , Ntp (10)

Cmin � Ck,tp � Cmax ∀tp ¼ 1, . . . , Ntp (11)

where GWtp is the sum of pumped water from agricultural

wells in tp month; tp is the month counter; td is the

number of days in tpth month; Qk,tp is the pumping flow

rate of kth well in tp month (m3/day); k is the well
Figure 4 | Flow chart for coupled MODFLOW-MT3DMS–MOPSO model.
counter; NW is the number of pumping wells; Ntp is the

number of planning months; Ck,tp is the TDS concen-

tration in the kth well in tp month (mg/lit); SWtp is the

surface water used in tpth month (m3); SWmin
tp is the mini-

mum surface water used in tpth month that is zero (m3);

SWmax
tp is the maximum surface water used in tpth

month that is total water demand (m3); Cmin is the mini-

mum TDS concentration of used water that is zero; Cmin

is the maximum TDS concentration of used water

that is 2,000 (mg/liter). The demand of water in this

region is 600 MCM per year that is supplied by using sur-

face and ground water resources.

After developing the simulation and optimization

models mentioned in the previous sections, both models

are coupled to solve groundwater management problems.

Figure 4 shows the flow chart of the MODFLOW-

MT3DMS–MOPSO model. The coupled model is

particularly developed to apply the principles of the

simulation–optimization approach, where the
www.manaraa.com
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optimization model repeatedly calls the simulation model

to find the optimum solution of the problem. The optimiz-

ation model calls the simulation model to predict the state

variables. The values of those state variables are used to

check the constraints and then a penalty will be applied

in cases where constraint violations occurred. The whole

solution procedure is successively repeated to generate a

new solution (discharge of the wells) until the global (or

near global) solution is obtained.
Performance criteria and sustainability index

Performance criteria are used to evaluate and compare

water management policies (Sandoval-Solis et al. ).

For each time step of calculating the quantity of the sustain-

ability index, deficits Dj
t are positive when the water

reservoirjt is less than the water desirejt for the jth point of

the source. For each time period t in calculating the quality

sustainability index, deficits Dt
j are positive when the water

reservoirtj is more than the water desiretj for the jth point of

the source. In this study, the water desiretj is equal to the

water reservoirtj in first time step:

Dj
t(Quantity)¼ Desirejt�Reservoirjt if Desirejt ≻Reservoirjt

0 if Desirejt �Reservoirjt

(

(12)

Dj
t(Quality)¼ Reservoirjt �Desirejt if Reservoirjt ≻Desirejt

0 if Reservoirjt �Desirejt

(

(13)

Reliability is considered the part of time when the state

of source is better than the desirable state of source.

Relj ¼ No: of time steps Dt
i ¼ 0

No: of all time steps
; 0 � Relj � 1 (14)
Resilience

Resilience is a system’s capacity to adapt to changing con-

ditions (World Health Organization (WHO) ).
According to Hashimoto et al. (), resilience is the prob-

ability that a system recovers from a period of failure. Moy

et al. () used the maximum number of consecutive defi-

cit periods prior to recovery as an alternative definition of

resilience. Resilience is the probability that a successful

period follows a failure period (the number of times

Dt
i ¼ 0 follows Dt

i > 0) for all failure periods (the number

of times Dt
i > 0 occurred). This statistic assesses the recovery

of the source once it has failed:

Resj ¼ No: of times Dt ¼ 0 follows Dt ≻ 0
No: of times Dt ¼ 0 ocured

; 0 � Resj � 1

(15)
Vulnerability

Vulnerability is the likely value of deficits, if they occur

(Hashimoto et al. ). Essentially, vulnerability expresses

the severity of failures. Vulnerability can be expressed as

(1) the average failure (Loucks et al. ), (2) the average

of maximum shortfalls over all continuous failure periods

(Hashimoto et al. ; McMahon et al. ), and (3)

the probability of exceeding a certain deficit threshold

(Mendoza et al. ). Equation (16) has been applied in

this study:

Vulj ¼
P

Dj
t

N × desirej1 � reserviorjall
� � ; 0 � Vulj � 1 (16)

Sandoval-Solis et al. () proposed a variation

of Loucks’ SI, with the index defined as a geometric

average of M performance criteria (Cj
m) for the ith

water users:

SIj ¼
YM
m¼1

Cj
m

" #(1=M)

; 0 � SIj � 1 (17)

In order to compare groups of water sources, sustain-

ability by group (SI) was defined:

SI ¼ Average(SIj); 0 � SI � 1 (18)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MODFLOW models’ calibration and validation

Figure 5 shows the position of the observation wells in the

study area. More bolded points show piezometers position

and less bolded points show TDS observation wells. Figure 6

shows boundaries and land use of the study area.
Figure 5 | Observation wells position.

Figure 6 | Boundaries and land use.
The Esfahan-Borkhar groundwater model was cali-

brated in two steps: (1) steady state calibration and (2)

calibration to transient conditions. MODFLOW cali-

bration was carried in monthly time steps for the

7 October 2002–7 November 2002 period in steady state

conditions and in 95 monthly time step for the 7 November

2002–7 October 2010 period in transient conditions using

30 piezometers. MODFLOW validation was carried out
www.manaraa.com
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for the 7 October 2010–7 March 2013 period (29 monthly

time steps).

The model was initially calibrated in steady state mode.

The steady state model was calibrated by PEST for hydraulic

conductivity and horizontal anisotropy values until the

observed and simulated value matched at 30 observation

wells distributed over the model domain. The water level

in the observation wells was calibrated within a difference

of 0.5 m between observed and simulated values. Figure 7

shows the calibrated steady state result for 7 November

2002. Green color shows errors less than 0.5 unit, yellow

color shows errors between 0.5 and 1 unit and red color

shows errors more than 1 unit. The results of the monitoring

well indicates that most of the computed groundwater

elevation is within a 0.5 m interval from the observed

value. Figure 8 shows the validated result for end of the

simulation model, 7 March 2013.

The steady state result was used in the transient model

simulation as the initial condition. The calibration target

in the transient state mode was the water table in 30 obser-

vations wells. In the transient simulation, the resultant

hydraulic conductivity and horizontal anisotropy from the
Figure 7 | Head of water at end of 1st time step (7 November 2002).
steady state and recharge from SWAT was modified but

the storage coefficient (specific yield) was calibrated.

Table 2 depicts the calibration and validation of results

obtained in all piezometers located in Esfahan-Borkhar

aquifer. The errors of water heads shows that the MOD-

FLOW model was adequately calibrated.

MT3DMS models’ calibration and validation

MT3DMS calibration was carried out for the 7 October

2002–7 October 2010 period (96 monthly time steps) in tran-

sient condition using 15 concentration observation wells.

MT3DMS validation was performed for the 7 October

2010–7 March 2013 period (29 monthly time steps).

The parameter adjustment for the MT3DMS model was

hindered by the lack of data, especially by the lack of a con-

tinuous time series with at least one record per month. So,

we fitted regression to the existing data to extract monthly

data. The initial concentration values were interpolated

from concentration observation wells. The TDS load enter-

ing the aquifer was estimated. In calibration porosity,

longitudinal dispersivity, ratio of horizontal to longitudinal
www.manaraa.com



Figure 8 | Head of water at 125th time step (7 March 2013).
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transverse dispersivity to longitudinal, and ratio of vertical

transverse dispersivity to longitudinal dispersivity were

obtained. Table 3 shows the calibration and validation of

results obtained in all of concentration observation wells.

As can be seen, MT3DMS results fit the observed values

for the majority of the control points. Figure 9 shows the

calibrated errors in each observation well for 7 November
Table 2 | Quantitative model errors

Errors
Mean error
(m)

Mean absolute
error (m)

Root mean squared
error (m)

Transient
calibration

�0.059 0.315 0.510

Validation �0.012 0.121 0.337

Table 3 | Errors of qualitative model

Errors
Mean error
(mg/L)

Mean absolute
error (mg/L)

Root mean squared
error (mg/L)

Transient
calibration

0.160 0.957 1.666

Validation �0.150 0.269 0.919
2002 and Figure 10 shows the validated errors in each obser-

vation well for 7 March 2013. All of the errors in the

observation wells were less than 1 (meter for quantity

model and mg/liter for quality model).
Predictive simulation

The transient model simulation was used to predict the

response of the aquifer system to anticipate changes in

hydrological stresses for the next 125 monthly time steps.

Scenario 1 is set to continue the previous trend in ground-

water abstraction. Figure 11 shows the prediction of

hydraulic heads and Figure 12 shows the prediction of

TDS concentration at the 250th time step (6 August 2023).

In the second scenario we assume that the groundwater

abstractions increased by 30%. Figure 13 shows hydraulic

head predictions and Figure 14 shows the TDS concen-

tration of water at the 250th time step (6 August 2023). In

the third scenario we assume a 30% reduction in ground-

water abstraction. Figures 15 and 16 show hydraulic head

and TDS concentration predictions at the 250th time step

(6 August 2023), respectively.
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Figure 9 | TDS concentration of water at end of 1st time step (7 November 2002).
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MODFLOW-MT3DMS-MOPSO models’ result

The developed groundwater management model (MOD-

FLOW-MT3DMS-MOPSO) is applied to Esfahan-Borkhar
Figure 10 | TDS concentration of water at 125th time step (7 March 2013).
aquifer system. There were 3,970 pumping wells in the

region (black points in Figure 17). If we use all of the pump-

ing wells in the simulation-optimization model, the running

time increases too much. Because of the reducing time of
www.manaraa.com



Figure 11 | Prediction of head of water at 250th time step (6 August 2023) under the first scenario.
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model running, the main region was divided into 78 regions

and all of the wells in each region were accumulated in the

center of the region (blue points in Figure 17). The number
Figure 12 | Prediction of TDS concentration of water at the 250th time step (6 August 2023) u
of runs for the quantitative and qualitative model is 100,500

(500 particles, 200 iterations), and the stop condition is the

end of the number of running the model. The innovative
www.manaraa.com
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Figure 13 | Prediction of head of water at the 250th time step (6 August 2023) under the second scenario.
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aspects of S/O approach is the use of ‘Mutation Operators’

(Yen & Leong ) which were adopted to encourage

global and local searches and improve performance of
Figure 14 | Prediction of TDS concentration of water at the 250th time step (6 August 2023) u
MOPSO’s codes in water resources management. The

results of the model application includes 30 non-dominated

or Pareto-optimal solutions, and is presented in Figure 18.
www.manaraa.com
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Figure 15 | Prediction of head of water at the 250th time step (6 August 2023) under the third scenario.

Figure 16 | Prediction of TDS concentration of water at the 250th time step (6 August 2023) under the third scenario.
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Figure 17 | Situation of wells.
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Calculation of sustainability index

MATLAB software was used to calculate the performance

criteria and sustainability index. MATLAB receives the

hydraulic head and TDS concentration of each cell respect-

ively as the output files of MODFLOW and MT3DMS

programs. Then, reliability, resilience, vulnerability and sus-

tainability index is calculated by MATLAB. Finally, the

sustainability index calculated is shown for each cell in

GMS. The average of all grid cells is considered as the sus-

tainability index for the entire aquifer. Equations (19) and
Figure 18 | Pareto front simulated by MOPSO.
(20) are used to calculate the sustainability index. (Rel ×

Res × (1–Vul))Quantity are quantity performance criteria

and (Rel ×Res × (1–Vul))Quality are quality performance cri-

teria:

SIj ¼
(Rel × Res × (1� Vul))Quantity

× (Rel × Res × (1� Vul)Quality)

" #1=6

(19)

SI ¼
P15,912

j¼1 SIj

15, 912
(20)
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Figure 19 | Sustainability index.
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The results of the calculation of the sustainability index

for 30 points of Pareto front and three scenarios are pre-

sented in Figure 19. The horizontal and vertical axis show

Pareto front points and three developed scenarios and SI,

respectively. They show that the majority of Pareto optimal

answers have more sustainability index than the third scen-

ario (30% reduction of operation). The first point of Pareto

front has maximum sustainability index among 30 points of

Pareto front. The sustainability index of the first point of

the Pareto front is 0.059, relatively, the sustainability index

of 30% reduction of operation is 0.05. Thus, optimal manage-

ment is more sustainable than reduction of operation.
CONCLUSIONS

The main motivation of this research is addressing the issue

of optimal management of aquifer in the form of a mathemat-

ical simulation-optimization programmingmodel and relying

on the stability of water quality and quantity.Modeling in this

research consists of three parts of simulation, simulation-

optimization models and development of the sustainability

index for choosing the best point of Pareto front.

Part of the simulation model consists of: (1) development

of a hydrologicalmodel (SWAT) to estimate recharge rates and

its spatiotemporal distribution, (2) development, calibration

and validation of a quantitative groundwater simulation

model (MODFLOW), (3) development, calibration and vali-

dation of a qualitative groundwater simulation model

(MT3DMS). Groundwater recharge field, which was obtained

by SWAT simulation, was used as MODFLOW inputs and
groundwater velocity field, which was obtained by MOD-

FLOW simulation, was used as MT3DMS inputs.

Root mean squared error, mean absolute error and

mean error for quantitative model calibration were 0.510,

0.315 and �0.059; for quantitative model validation were

0.337, 0.121 and �0.012; for qualitative model calibration

were 1.666, 0.957 and 0.160; for qualitative model validation

were 0.919, 0.269 and �0.150, respectively. Errors show that

the MODFLOW and MT3DMS models were successfully

calibrated and validated. Thus, they can be used in simu-

lation-optimization model and under other scenarios.

Part of the simulation-optimization model consists of

development of a multi-objective optimization model

(MOPSO) and embedded simulation models as tools to

assess the objective function and thus produce a simu-

lation-optimization model.

Part of the development of the sustainability index

includes the development of a sustainability index to

assess and compare Pareto front’s answers and three man-

agement scenarios (continuing previous operation, 30%

increase and reduction in previous operation). The purpose

of developing the SI is the selection of the best Pareto front

answer.

The results indicate that the SI in the simulation period

is 0.052 and the SI under the first, second and third scen-

arios are 0.04, 0.033 and 0.05, respectively. While the

majority of Pareto optimal answers have a higher sustain-

ability index than the third scenario (30% reduction of

operation). The sustainability index with the best answer

of Pareto front is 0.059, relatively, and the sustainability

index of the third scenario is 0.05.
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